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Project Goals: Advances in different -omics technologies have revolutionized biological 
research by enabling high-throughput monitoring of biological processes at the molecular level 
and their responses to environmental perturbation. Metabolomics is a fast-emerging technology 
in systems biology that aims to profile small compounds within a biological system that are often 
end products of complex biochemical cascades. Thus, metabolomics can enable discovery of the 
genetic basis of metabolic variation by linking the genotype to the phenotype. Despite increasing 
accessibility of multi-omics technologies, integration of multi-omics data in analysis pipelines 
remains a challenge especially in the environmental field. In addition, there are still many 
associated bottlenecks to overcome in metabolomics before measurements will be considered 
robust. The overarching goal of this proposal is to optimize the analysis of complex and 
heterogeneous biological and environmental datasets by developing a user-friendly, open-source 
metabolomics data analysis pipeline that is integrable with other multi-omics data sets. 
 

Microbiomes are now recognized as driving ecosystem functions ranging from the oceans 
and soils to humans and bioreactors. However, a grand challenge in microbiome science is to 
characterize and quantify the chemical currencies of organic matter that microbes respond to, 
produce and alter. Critical to this has been the development of Fourier transform ion cyclotron 
resonance mass spectrometry (FT-ICR MS), which has drastically increased molecular 
characterization of complex organic matter samples, but challenges users with hundreds of 
millions of data points where readily available, user-friendly, and customizable software tools 
are lacking. Here we build on years of analytical experience with diverse sample types to 
develop MetaboDirect, a comprehensive, open-source, command-line based pipeline for direct 
injection FT-ICR MS data analysis, as well as visualizing the resulting molecular formula 
assignments. MetaboDirect requires only to run a single line of code that launches a fully 
automated framework for the generation and visualization of organic matter transformation 
networks within few minutes. For more experienced users (python savvy), MetaboDirect allows 
users to customize plots, pipeline outputs, and analyses. Application of MetaboDirect to FT-ICR 
MS experimental data – from each a marine phage-bacterial infection and a Sphagnum leachate 
microbiome incubation – showcase the data discovery and exploration capabilities of the pipeline 
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that we hope will enable the FT-ICR MS research community to evaluate and interpret their data 
in greater depth and in less time. 
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